OpenHIE Partner Organization
Relational Agreement

<Day Month, Year>

This is an informal agreement between OpenHIE and <ORGANIZATIONS NAME> to promote transparency around responsibilities and expectations of <ORGANIZATIONS NAME> as an OpenHIE Partner Organization (OPO).

1. Organization agrees to all roles and responsibilities of an OPO as stated in the OpenHIE Partnership Policy, which can be found on the OpenHIE wiki.

2. Organization agrees to all OpenHIE Policies, which can be found on the OpenHIE wiki.

If <ORGANIZATIONS NAME> feels the goals of their organization no longer align with that of the OpenHIE Community they are to notify the OpenHIE Leadership Group as soon as possible. As well the OpenHIE Leadership Group will reach out to <ORGANIZATIONS NAME> if participation in the OpenHIE Community seems to become limited to check on the organizations capacity to contribute to the partnership roles and responsibilities.

______________________________
<NAME>
<TITLE>

______________________________
<NAME>
<TITLE>